far from unusual for Mussorgsky to put something of himself into his songs and other works, his common practice was to mediate and "objectify" such personal injections by the adoption of an alternative persona, as that, for example, of the young "village idiot" in the early song "Darling Savishna" (Svetik Savishna). In Sunless Mussorgsky adopted a far more unmasked, "subjective" approach; in crude terms the cycle represents a turn from realism to Romanticism. This fundamental change in aesthetic orientation has spawned much speculation on its motivation. A common explanation is that Sunless represents Mussorgsky's reaction to a number of problems in his life and completed Pictures at an Exhibition (dated 22 June) and began work on a satirical vocal work to be called "The Hill of Nettles" (Krapivnaia gora), but never completed it.
The epigraph above is attributed to Mussorgsky, in Arsenii lack the self-conscious stylization, pictorialism, and "commentary" of many of Mussorgsky's other songs.12 More so than in any other of his songs, in these it is the harmony alone that bears the burden of expression and sympathetic connection with the texts. Kuchkist recitative has largely been supplanted by a more measured rhythmic delivery, with the voice occasionally partaking of lyrical cantilena, foreshadowing the "intelligently justified melody" he later described to Stasov in connection with his ongoing work on Khovanshchina.B3 In sum, this music is, for Mussorgsky, one that is drastically reduced in terms of its reliance on external elements and references; indeed, it is one of the most introspective, interior pieces he wrote.
Naturally enough, his former kuchkist associates decried Sunless implicitly, if not explicitly, on these terms. They uniformly wrote it off as a feeble work, the product of a fading artist. As Walker points out, Stasov could find little praise for Sunless in his biographical sketch of Mussorgsky, written in 188.14 For Rimsky-Korsakov, the year of the creation of Sunless (1874) marked the beginning of Mussorgsky's creative decline.15 For Cesar Cui, Mussorgsky's former ally, Sunless was "formlessness carried out to the illogical, to the absence of musical sense."'6 Published reviews of the cycle, which was printed in 1876, were predictably scathing.17 With the great benefit of The result was indeed good, but not to the taste of the "worshippers," who demanded a continuation and a repetition of "Peepshows," and "Seminarians," but Musorgsky was no longer capable of that style.18
To this brief sketch of Sunless as one of the ripest fruits of Mussorgsky's "aestheticism," we may now add a little further color. Mussorgsky had first met Golenishchev-Kutuzov some time in the early 1870s. By the time of writing Sunless Mussorgsky was on intimate terms with him, and at some point they shared an apartment. It is not known exactly how long the two cohabited, but if Richard Taruskin's estimate that it was around "fourteen months, beginning at the end of It is at this point that one must assess what lay at the heart of Mussorgsky's distress. There are two views here. One is clearly that Mussorgsky, at the very least, held on to some sort of infatuation with Golenishchev-Kutuzov and was naturally wounded by his decision to marry. There being little significant evidence at all about Mussorgsky's sexuality, it would be unreasonable to discount this position on the grounds of lack of positive evidence of his homosexuality.24 Taruskin is of this view and finds that the language of those final letters of 1875 gives, at the very least, cause to "wonder about the nature of their 'most intimate friendship'."25 The other position holds that Mussorgsky's reaction to Golenishchev-Kutuzov's impending marriage was purely an artistic one. This position is maintained by Orlova If a homoerotic dimension to their relationship is accepted-even, indeed, if it was only ever a one-sided infatuation-Sunless emerges as a work almost certainly colored by something of this relationship. Quite apart from the obvious fact that it is a collaborative effort, there is reason to consider not only that it contains some level of interior, covert, private significance, but also that it may deal in some way with the homoerotic as a theme. In his memoir of Mussorgsky, Golenishchev-Kutuzov relates how it was Mussorgsky who decided on the poetic contents of the cycle by choosing pre-existing poems from the poet's notebook. Going further, Golenishchev-Kutuzov added, "I must emphasize that Musorgsky chose the poems himself, and his choice was not without a special significance."27 In the aftermath of Golenishchev-Kutuzov's decision to marry, two references to the cycle made in written exchanges between the two collaborators betrays something of the special significance that Sunless held for both of them. The first of these occurs in the second letter quoted above, in which Mussorgsky beseeches GolenishchevKutuzov not to forget "the narrow, tranquil, peaceful room." This is a very pointed reference to the first line of the first poem in the cycle, a reference to the fruits, the child, of their first collaboration. In dating the letter, Mussorgsky writes "at night," a common addition made to letters he wrote overnight, but in this instance adds, "'sunless'," thus linking his current nocturnal solitude to that of the protagonist in the cycle. In its rumination on ear26See Russ, "Musorgsky and Golenishchev-Kutuzov," pp. 243-44. 27Golenishchev-Kutuzov, "Reminiscences of Musorgsky," p. 95. This precedes the line conceming the poems' "lyrical" nature, quoted above. The context does not make clear, however, if it was simply the "Fet-like" character of the poems that was especially significant, or something else, undisclosed.
lier intimacy now lost to unending gloom and solitude, Sunless had surely come to seem at least a little prophetic for Mussorgsky. In this sense, the cycle may be understood to be, for Mussorgsky at least, emblematic of his former intimacy with the poet. On the face of it, therefore, it seems reasonable to propose that at the time of its composition it spoke, perhaps even in some fatalistic way, to Mussorgsky's then attachment to Golenishchev Lines 19-27 surely describe the writing of Sunless.31 Interestingly, they suggest a slightly different approach to the collaboration than that recollected by Golenishchev-Kutuzov in his memoir-not only different, but more intimate. This is obviously a romanticized version of events, but what we find here is the impression, or ideal, of a continuity of flow of inspiration through the vessel of the poet, thence seamlessly through that of the musician. It is also worth noticing the value placed on the cycle, irrespective of the "unwholesome" relationship that may have given birth to it. The lines are, indeed, "truthful," and the songs themselves "sparkled in undreamt of beauty." Thus, the poet is careful to quarantine Sunless itself from the personal renunciation alluded to later in the verse. It is those very "mysterious references to secret wishes, narcissism, and dementia in lines 31-32" that Taruskin quite plausibly suggests may contain "a clue to the homoerotic nature of the former relationship. "32 These are then renounced, "put away," in the second half of the quatrain (lines 33-34), revealing the new horizons thus "opened up." This theme of folly and renunciation is then rehearsed in the following quatrain, in which Sunless is invoked as emblematic of that time of "magic reveries," " secret strivings," and "mad youth," following which, now, "out has come the sun." Sunless then, may be understood to have been entwined, no less in Golenishchev-Kutuzov's mind than in Mussorgsky's, with their former shared intimacy, whatever exact form it took. figure 9 .1, a number of referential tritone juxtapositions are schematicized, including: D, "retribution" / Al "Desire for peace"; A, "Release from Dmitry" / ES, "Dmitry." An alternative scheme has been proposed by Allen Forte, who denotes a series of tritonally opposed, referential pitch classes (all derived from a single octatonic scale), which may function as roots of referential chords, or tonics of significant keys, but which also retain referential significance in their own right. See "Musorgsky as Modernist," Music Analysis 9 (1990), 6ff. concept may be expanded, not unpredictably, to embrace other dichotomies, including love and loss of love, company and solitude, rapture and oblivion. At a further extent of interpretation, we might even propose juxtapositions between decadence and wholesomeness, between unwholesome homoeroticism and upright, but stifling, "normality." It is up to the reader how far to pursue these readings, but the possible viability of such interpretations is not to be dismissed outright.37
II
One of Mussorgsky's special achievements in Sunless is the way he managed to blend the two means of harmonic organization discussed in broad terms above and, thus, blend the expressive and symbolic aspects of the cycle's meaning. Unlike the gaudy necessities of operatic presentation, in these salon romances referential juxtapositions are softened and "nuanced" in a way entirely appropriate to the "subjective lyricism" of the poetry. In order to achieve this, Mussorgsky draws on the potential of modal mixture to incorporate aspects of symmetrical organization. His means of doing so is varied in each of the songs, but some very basic principles (of which he was clearly, in some sense, aware) are worth reviewing briefly the whole-tone pentachord is expressed as a single, contiguous scale segment balanced on the tonic/axis. In the second stage of this model, further mixture to either tetrachord-altering the lower one to Lydian, or the upper one to Locrian, as in ex. lc and e-produces a complete wholetone hexachord bounded, in the inside-out version, by either 16 and #4, or b5 and 3, in ex. ld and f, respectively. In these cases, the wholetone presence notwithstanding, the role of the tonic is not truly axial because the positioning of the whole-tone hexachord tends to suggest either a quasi-authentic (ex. I c and d) or quasiplagal (ex. le and f) structure-that is, preserving either the natural dominant or natural subdominant, but not both. This stage presents, therefore, a midway point between uncompromised functionality and total symmetry. In the third and final stage of mixture in this model, a combined presence of Lydian lower and Locrian upper tetrachords produces a "seven-note" whole-tone scale, ex. lg, with a notational "overlap" at the tritone from the tonic (whose traditional sense must now be considered severely denuded). Turning this inside out (ex. lh) provides a contiguous whole-tone series 
III
In the final number, "On the River," the relationship between the text and referential symmetry in the musical organization is most overtly realized, and on this basis it provides a good starting point for the present analysis. The more or less overt theme of the text is one of increasing suicidal obsession. In a less spe41It is also worth noting that this slippage effect is a phenomenon relatable to octatonicism in early-twentieth-century music; that of Stravinsky and Bart6k springs to mind in particular. In the case of Bart6k, the phenomenon has been referred to by Janos Karpiti under the rubric of "mistuning" in the context of his discussion of "tonality and polytonality unknown," beckoning from the depths. In the third quatrain, all focus shifts to this mysterious voice as the protagonist attempts to understand its meaning. The final question, "Does it call me to the depths?" is resolved unequivocally: "I would cast myself in without a glance!" It is not certain whether this voice represents some "real," external force, or some inner compulsion of the protagonist. Ultimately this distinction may remain a matter for the individual reader, although, given the "subjective" orientation of the verse, the latter may be the preferred reading. What remains central to any reading of the text is its "process"-specifically its narrowing of focus and increasing obsession with a singularity (the "voice"), accompanied by a corresponding fading of the background imagery present at the opening. And it is precisely this process, more than any particular meanings or images, which is reflected in the musical setting. Much could be written about the rhythmic aspect of this song alone. Suffice it to say here that qualities of repetitiveness, periodicity, and smoothness at various levels are calculated to underlie the protagonist's self-absorbed, almost hypnotic, state. Similarly, too, pitch organization is exploited to underlie these characteristics. The most overt feature in this regard is the continuously oscillating C# pedal, which not only supports the sense of stasis and inner absorption, but also determines the song's tonality, established here by salience rather than function.44 Over this point of stasis, an unfolding series of modally mixed harmonies supports the subtly shifting images and "moods" of the text. This sinuous thread of harmonies largely characterizes the song's "tone."
If the general factors of rhythmic organization and tonality may be understood to support aspects of the 44The view that the C# supports an unresolved dominant prolongation seems untenable, despite the major-minor seventh on C# being an oft-used sonority in this song. Michael Russ tends slightly to this view of its tonality, but is somewhat equivocal about it. See "'Be Bored': Reading a Mussorgsky Song," this journal 20 (1996), 30. Arguments against F# as a tonal center would have to include the seven-sharps key signature that Mussorgsky himself supplied and the fact that the bare C#-major triad (sans seventh) is used at key points of intemal termination-not least at the end of each quatrain.
obsessive, but strangely trancelike, emotionally effaced affect of the text, then it is largely the aspects of thematic design and distribution that support its process. This is realized by Mussorgsky's increasingly restrictive thematic usage, one that parallels the text's shift from expansive water imagery to concentration on the mysterious "voice" that calls the protagonist to his suicidal plunge. As the poetic concentration narrows, two distinctive and related figures, or motives, come increasingly to dominate the musical material. These are shown, in the form in which they each first appear, in ex. 3 (labeled x and y). They comprise the only recurring thematic materials of the piece and receive only small, but not insignificant, degrees of variation in subsequent appearances. Something of the way in which these motives come to dominate the thematic material can be gauged statistically. Of the fifty-two measures comprising the piece,45 just less than half, twenty-six, are given over to these two motives in some form or another, leaving twenty-nine for "free" material. Their specific appearances, moreover, show marked concentration toward the end of the song. In the first quatrain (mm. 2-17), only two out of sixteen measures are given over to this material (in the form of x), in the second quatrain (mm. 18-33) six of sixteen measures contain x or y material, while in the final quatrain (mm. 34-49), twelve measures do so, leaving only four for free material. The postlude is dominated by motive y to the exclusion of all other thematic material.46 It can also be seen by their distribution that x and y gradually come to share a close relationship. Tonality in this song, as suggested above, is articulated chiefly by the salience of C#, rather than by its functional definition. In the absence of such means, x takes on the role of a cadential gesture, as evidenced by its terminating role in each of the three quatrains. With the emergence of y in the second and third quatrains, a kind of antecedent-consequent structure is set up between y and x. This structure is first evident in the pairing of these motives in mm. 30-33 (where x closes the second quatrain); it is then strongly exploited in relation to the question-answer constructions in the last three lines of the text-that is, the three pairings of y and x that occupy mm. 38-49 (see ex. 6).
Significantly, both y and x relate to the tonic C# not functionally but symmetrically. This symmetry To get a further idea of how intrinsic is the symmetry found in these motives with regard to the textual process, it is instructive to compare in detail the final three appearances of y-x as a complex, those that accompany the three question-answer constructions at the end of the poem (see ex. 6). The degree to which the symmetry that lies at the root of the y-x complex is explicitly realized in the music In the final line (mm. 46-49), this figure is counterbalanced by the motion 2-1 at the lower octave. Also, where the final three syllables in lines set to previous appearances of figure x enlist other members of the C# triad, in this final statement, the voice exclusively enforces its root. "On the River" displays a remarkable connection between poetic and musical processes. As the text's protagonist moves from morose contemplation of his surroundings to a state of total inner obsession, so does the music move from "free" material with modal mixture as its main chromatic harmonic determinant to "fixed" material with symmetry as its main determinant. It is important to recognize, as suggested above, the connection between the modal mixture and the (largely wholetone) symmetry exploited in the music. There is no sharp contrast or clear dichotomy, nor is there intended to be-only a slow, subtle shifting from one state to another. From one world it is but a short step to the other. This proximity is evident, for example, even in the opening five measures of the piece (ex. 7), a phrase that can understandably give rise to the idea that the tonality of the piece is F#. In traditional terms we have here a V7/IV moving to an auxiliary six-four colored by modal mixture. The scale used is a mixed one-indeed it corresponds exactly to the first model put forward in ex. 1-with major lower and minor upper tetrachords: C#-Db-Eb-FF-Gt-A~-B -C#. This contains within it the pitch contents intrinsic to the structuring of x and y-in the case of y the pitch content is identical-but these contents work, in the beginning of the song, as part of a more traditionally defined tonal collection. Thus, the song may be understood to operate on at least two distinct planes of expression. Most immediately felt is the free, affective plane sustained by the fluctuating harmony, with its rich modal mixtures, that dominates the song's first half. On a more intellectual plane we discover a symbolic system of reference associated with symmetrical usage. By the end of the song it is possible that this symmetrical aspect comes to exert a visceral, albeit subtle, expressive pressure on the listener as it gradually asserts itself over, yet simultaneously out of, the milieu of free mixture. At no juncture is the boundary between these expressive means sharply drawn, and it is precisely Mussorgsky's deft and seamless handling of their relationship that underpins the elusive, but devastating, power of this song.
IV
In the first three songs a rather different approach is found with respect to the interactions of mixture and symmetry. This is demonstra-
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CENTURY MUSIC bly associated with differences in the text to do with broad concepts of time. "On the River" orientates the reader toward the future, albeit an unknown (indeed, unknowable) one. In the first three texts, the reader's attention is swung to the past and its contrast with the present. Recollections of the past in these three texts recall happier times, but are suffused also with the bitterness of the protagonist's present desolate state. This theme of past and present is given a rather subtle airing in the first song, but is more explicitly revealed in the second and, especially, the third. In connection with this, tritone polarity plays a much more concrete role in these songs. In "On the River," the tritone pole, although certainly lying somewhere on the whole-tone continuum, is never given a definitive form, is never strongly articulated as an alternative center or focal point, and is never, indeed, concretized. In the first three songs, by contrast, it is materially present, and at crucial moments, in the form of b5 as a chordal root or, even, as a local pitch center. The flattened dominant is, in these songs, symbolically tied up with a complex of images and ideas associated with the past. The choice of this particular notational form (as opposed to #4) has, moreover, its own significance, as will be discussed below. In the first song, "Within Four Walls," the linkage between the lyricism of the poetry and an apparently theoretically unfettered approach to modally mixed harmony is on full display. Of all Golenishchev-Kutuzov's texts in Sunless, this one may without any hesitation be called a series of "fleeting, emotional moods." Komnatka tesnaia, tikhaia, milaia; Ten' neprogliadnaia, ten' bezotvetnaia; Duma glubokaia, pesnia unylaia; V b'iushchemsia serdtse nadezhda zavetnaia; Bystryi polet, za mgnoven'em mgnoveniia; Vzor nepodvizhnyi na schast'e dalekoe; Mnogo somneniia, mnogo terpeniia. Vot ona, noch' moia, noch' odinokaia.
(A little room, cosy, quiet, dear; An impenetrable darkness, an unanswering gloom; Deep thoughts, a melancholy song; A secret hope in a beating heart; The swift flight of moment after moment; The gaze fixed on far-away happiness;
Many doubts, much patience. This is my night, my lonely night.)
A distinctive, and putatively "Fet-like," quality here is the absence of verbs, the reliance on fragmentary nouns modified by evocative adjectives. Accepting Golenishchev-Kutuzov's version of how Sunless was composed (see above), it seems likely that Mussorgsky may have eventually settled on this poem as the first because of the way in which it so strikingly sets the mood for the whole cycle. Central themes of night ("sunlessness") and solitude are introduced here. Also, in the fifth and sixth lines, the rupture between past and present is subtly invoked. The adjective dalekii (faraway, remote) in line 6 need not be constricted to denoting geographical remoteness, and the image of time passing in the previous line suggests, more than anything, that the "happiness" is remote in time.
The fragmentary unfolding of the text is simply, but beautifully, reflected in the music (ex. 8). Unlike the sixth song, where aspects of the piano figuration may to some extent be heard as a sympathetic "pictorialising" of the river, there is no device in the music to this song that might evoke any sympathetic external image. The overall sense of inhibited, curbed emotional range that may be detected in the verse is conveyed (somewhat similarly to the case of "On the River") in the highly measured regularity of the vocal rhythm. Also supporting this sense of emotional numbness is, of course, the unifying device of the omnipresent tonic pedal. As for the subtly fleeting "moods," modally mixed harmony here carries the primary burden of expressive response to the text. Two-measure phrases set each line. These are heard as fragmentary, discrete entities without obvious harmonic interconnectedness. Fermatas at the end of each phrase serve to heighten the effect of discontinuity. As in the final song, there is virtually a complete absence of traditional functional relations in the harmony-witness, if nothing else, the extraordinary WVII-I final cadence (mm. 16-17).
Each phrase can be thought of as based on a mutation of the basic diatonic mode (D major).50 These 50It will be useful in this song to make a distinction between types of variation in modal structure. While each phrase may be thought of as based on a mode on D, this is not to say that each of these various modal structures is presented without its own chromatic alterations. There- Also significant is the way in which this final cadence, while unusual and distinctive, has a remarkable assuredness.51 It may be that the surpris51This progression is just the type of thing, surely, that Calvocoressi had in mind when he wrote of Mussorgsky: "His tonal and modal schemes may be impossible to define safely in terms of usual theory; but there is nothing elusive, ambiguous, or shaky about them. In fact, the tonal basis feels so firm that the discovery of devices which ing "rightness" and aural firmness of this cadence are at least partially explained by the motivic resemblance it bears to m. 2, which subtly identifies the parallel progression as a cadential marker. (It also underlies a closing semantic link between the "little room . . . loved" and the "lonely night.") The other key instance of this tenths motive is to be found in a modified appearance embedded in the piano accompaniment of the climactic fifth phrase (mm. 9-10). In this instance, the parallel motion is not direct, but occupies the entire phrase and is mediated by the first inversion Eb triad in the second half of m. 9. Despite this mediation, the governing tenths structure, with its whole-tone inference, remains quite audible; indeed it governs the linear structure of the accompaniment, although with the direction of motion now inverted. Somewhat separate to this inversion of the tenths progression, the vocal line in mm. 9-10 may be understood, if we accept the vocal part in m. 9 as a prolongation of BM, to provide an overall shape of Bk-CO-Ab. This is none other than a transposition by tritone of the final cadence melody-E-F#-D. Cumulatively these pitches belong to a single, complete whole-tone series (summarized in ex. 10). Although the whole-tone aspect is far from explicit in this song, it does appear to maintain a degree of subtle "presence" at key emotional junctures in the piece.
Considered in this light, the song presents an interesting and remarkable synthesis. Generally, the should make for instability will often come as a surprise to analysts" (Calvocoressi, Modest Mussorgsky, pp. This brief text, of course, conveys more than loss of love. It also talks, in that opening reference to the "crowd," of alienation, of the sense 52See n. 1 above. Given the very close proximity of the completion dates of these songs, it seems likely that the third song followed directly from the completion of the second in a more or less single, short burst of creative activity. 530ne cannot help but surmise, in light of the relevant biographical elements outlined in the first part of this article, that this particular song may have come to seem especially prescient to Mussorgsky late in 1875. of difference and un-belonging. This is hardly a novel topos in Romantic literature, of course, but it remains nonetheless intrinsic to the understanding of this song and the cycle as a whole. It enriches the basic dichotomy between past and present alluded to in the text inasmuch as the past emerges not only as a happier time, but one of belonging. Thus the protagonist in this cycle finds a certain affinity with the anti-heroes of Schubert's two great cycles, as well as countless other Romantic profusions.
The second song is, with one notable exception to be discussed below, cast in a recitative style; of all the numbers in Sunless, this comes closest to the kuchkist ideal of vocal declamation. Despite its even greater brevity and apparent freedom, however, the song is in some senses more conventional than the first. It is formally rounded by the appearance of a close variant of the first phrase at the song's close. Both these opening and closing phrases are essentially chromatically enriched plagal cadences.54 The main source of variation from the first to the final phrase is in the form, as might be expected, of modal mixture: the final phrase is strongly inflected in the parallel minor, most noticeably in its substitution on the final chord of bVI6 for I. This is accompanied by a rising minor sixth, D-Bb, in the vocal line, terminating on the pungent and affective word slez ("tears").55 Although these outer phrases once again suggest structural priority of the subdominant over the dominant, the latter has a much greater structural role to play in this piece than in the first, a feature that points to a more normative aspect of its harmonic idiom. As the reduction of the song in ex. 12 shows, dominant function is clearly felt as the main harmonic determinant in the middle part of the piece (mm. 3-6), in which role it is elaborated by the b6 as an upper neighbor, in both the bass and 54In the opening phrase this bass progression rises and in the final phrase it falls, suggesting a framing symmetry of sorts. 55Here is a particularly creative instance of what Russian musicologists have called sekstovost', a word without a real English equivalent but that refers to the quality of a musical, particularly melodic, style that is saturated with sixths. It is sometimes claimed to be a distinct stylistic feature of the Russian romans of the earlier nineteenth century, a genre that, prerealist as it was, is strongly evoked in this cycle. Richard Taruskin (who translates the term as "sixthiness") discusses this quality at some length in reference to Tchaikovsky's deliberate emulation of the ro- symbolically connected to the idea of the past and to love, intimacy, and rapture. This semantic link is also enhanced, as suggested above, by the gestural and stylistic contrast introduced in this brief, "fleeting" phrase. The music of mm. 8-9 enacts, as it were, the "sweeping away" referred to in the previous line with its flight supported by a distinctive, luxurious, and unique lyrical outpouring. To then drive home the dichotomy, the final phrase returns unequivocally to D, now with the more melancholic minor-mode coloring described above. Punctuating this return is a re-reversal of the semitone motive (b6-5 again) accompanied by enharmonic reinterpretation of the b5 as #4, leading tone to the natural dominant. The normative harmonic relation of tritone to tonic thus restored, the unchallenged, yet dolefully colored, tonic tonality of the final phrase underpins the present of "oblivion" and "tears." VI The third song, "The Idle, Noisy Day is Over," is significantly more extended and internally varied than either of the first pair. A total of six quatrains generates its episodic structure, which even vaguely hints at rondo organization via significant references in the fourth and sixth sections to materials of the first two: AA'BA"CA"'. (This labeling will be used for convenience throughout the discussion.) The text continues and greatly expands on the theme of contrast between past and present established in the second song. A particular image evoked repeatedly in this song is that of a "shadow" or "shade" (ten').58 This refers initially to the lit- directly to V7 in the tonic key. This bold harmonic slip relates, in the first instance, directly to the first appearance of the poetic theme of the "shadow," in this case the shadow of the May night. The tonicized Gb triad in m. 6 coincides precisely with the word ten', thus offering a clear referential relationship between this image in the text, as described above, and bV harmony. In the second instance, the Gb chord receives the stressed syllable of godov (years), referring here to the protagonist's past (see line 8 of the text), which is also, as the song unfolds, found to be a realm of shadows of a different kind. In both instances, the harmonic distortion offered by WV is strongly exposed only in retrospect, by a wrenching back to the "correct," diatonic dominant. The motion toward the Gl triad is somewhat smoother than that away from it in both cases. Predictably enough, the triad is heard each time as an outcome of increasing modal mixture. In the first instance, the V7/bV in m. 6 exploits the common tone F in relation to the distinctively voiced subdominant chord of m. 5, which it directly follows. In the second instance, the linkage is subtler. The pivotal chord is perhaps now harder to determine with way resolves to it as the F#, as leading tone, would be understood to do. The written bass progression, GV-G~, supports not a resolution but a point of maximal harmonic dislocation within the phrase.s9 The point of all this, of course, is that G6 is easily arrived at, but jarringly quitted. There is a distinct flavor of attraction followed by abrupt denial in this action. G6 is heard as an alluring, although harmonically distorting, force, which must be resisted. The past that it symbolizes is similarly one that entices (after all, it is now known to be one of rapture), but that, for whatever reason, must be rejected, although not without discomfort.
Measures 16 nist. The G6 influence for these "pages of years lost," the world of a shadowy former life, is now felt in an entirely different and much more subversive way. Whereas the tritone influence in the previous sections was stated clearly through juxtaposition, albeit retrospective, in this passage it is more subtly felt than stated through a process of blending or synthesis. And where the force of G6 had been contained, resulting in the clipped, jagged cadence formulae of mm. 7-8 and 14-15, section B provides a lyrical outpouring (at least, of sorts) as a reaction to the emotionally pent-up characteristics of the previous material. G6 is now, indeed, the intoxicating "poison" that infects C. C remains felt as the underlying tonality, but the use of mixture is so persistent and extensive that its modality cannot be ascertained with any certainty. Given that the basis of the chromaticism here is modal mixture, the notations employed show that at some point in the passage every degree save the subdominant, F, is flattened. This includes the tonic, whose flattened form creates an enharmonic relation with the leading note. The collection of pitch-class referents in this entire passage can be shown as an overlay of C and Gb major (ex. 16). This does not exactly suggest that some sort of bitonality is operative, but proposes that the extensity of mixture employed leads to a degree of undermining of the tonic's local force through the intimation of the alluring bV.
Section A" (mm. 24-30), re-establishes the recitative-like texture of the opening sections and re-establishes certain of their vocal contours. Harmonically this section retains a degree of modal mixture, but not to the extremity of the previous section. The tonal center of C is affirmed strongly, via the plagal relation of the subdominant (in either its diatonic or borrowed form). This return to an unthreatened C major coincides with the return to a clear separation in the protagonist's mind between the ghosts of the past and his sleepless present. In the second half of the fourth quatrain (see mm. 27-30), the protagonist declares, "And the noise of their old chatter / Has lost its hold on me." This "noise" is evoked in the setting by a recollection of the texture of section B, and the following line is set above the purely diatonic C-major plagal cadence, which concludes the music for this quatrain (ex. 17). Even before this resolute cadence, however, the loss of "power" of the "ghosts" is reflected in the way the polar key is now felt to be much less challenging to the tonal center of C. in the first instance that Mussorgsky relied on to support the shifting moods of the text, almost to the point where "feeling" and "harmony" become, somehow, synonymous. Yet, it seems to be a task that did not come altogether easily, or consistently, to him. On the evidence of the cycle as a whole, the claim he is supposed to have made to GolenishchevKutuzov is patently impossible to justify, and it is useful, at this juncture, to refer briefly to the two songs not included in the analysis above. Of these two, the fourth, "Ennui,"62 has received an impressive formal and contextual analysis by Michael Russ. As Russ reminds us, "Ennui" was the only song in Sunless that Stasov found any praise for.63 This, of course, should alert us immediately to its differences. Russ analyses the song on several levels, but one of the aspects of his interpretation that seems especially amenable is the concept of 62The song's Russian title, "Skuchai," presents one of the standard conundrums of Russian translation. Skuchai is the imperative form of skuchat', the verb "to be bored." Thus, literally translated, the song's title is "Be Bored," which is hopelessly unidiomatic. "Ennui" is a standard solution, but the perfectly acceptable English imperative "Languish" might represent a better compromise between meaning and grammatical function. 63Russ, "'Be Bored'," p. 42.
the song as a sort of salon genre painting. In the song's text, the lover addresses the object of his affections ironically-she, having spurned him, may now languish in her stultifying social world until "Drop by drop your strength will wane, / Then you will die, and good luck to you!" (Po kaple ty istratish' sily, / Potom umresh', i Bog s toboi!). As Russ points out, the music of the piano part acts out different roles to underline the import of the text. A neutral recitative accompaniment style is swapped for an imitation of the nineteenth-century salon romance genre, caricaturing the sounds of the young woman of society playing the piano.64 This device alone puts it on a rather different, and significantly more kuchkist, stylistic plain to the previous three numbers. In the fifth number, "Elegy," we enter a different world again. Its text is the longest of the poems used in Sunless, and the song is correspondingly the broadest, and most dramatic, in musical conception. It is the only piece in the set that provides strong internal contrasts in musical style (not to mention it is the only one that relies on internal modulation to any significant extent). The text finds the protagonist amid nature, in a tortured state of mind. A rapid string of poetic images-a shroud of mist, a star glimmering through the cloud, tinkling horse bells, rushing clouds (a not-toosubtly presented metaphor for the protagonist's confused thoughts), the beloved's face, the "raucous noise of life," the tolling of death's bell, the star again, and, finally, "joyless cloud"-receive distinctive characterizations in the changing stylization of the accompaniment.65 In terms of its reliance on external "effect" in at least equal measure to internal "affect," this song seems rather closer in style to the music of Songs and Dances of Death than Sunless. It 64Ibid., pp. 38-40. As Russ notes, the verses for "Ennui" were recycled by Golenishchev-Kutuzov in 1877 in the context of a larger poem in which the poet-hero is asked to write something in the album of his host, a fashionable lady. In modified form, he writes the text of "Ennui." Clearly Golenishchev-Kutuzov, and presumably Mussorgsky as well, understood the text of "Ennui" to be something of a "genre painting," albeit an ironic one. 65There is a fairly deliberate symmetry in these imagesmist, star, bells, tumult, beloved, tumult, bells, star, mistall of which is reflected in the music, with its roughly concentric arrangement of sections. is safe to say, therefore, on the cursory evidence of these two songs, that Mussorgsky was not entirely reliant on "feeling" to the exclusion of all other means in this cycle. (And within the songs examined in the previous sections there are also occasional elements that support this conclusion.)
Various reasons for this lack of stylistic continuity may be proposed. The chronology of the composition (see n. 1) suggests a less concentrated effort after the completion of the third number. This might explain the very close points of stylistic and methodological similarity of the opening troika of songs, and the rather different conception of the final number; it also accounts for the distinctive features of the fourth and fifth. Orlova's proposal that "Elegy" was written, at least partially, as a memorial to Nadezhda Opochinina could also in some way account for its more "externalized" elements. Probably most important to acknowledge, however, is the varied approach found in Golenishchev-Kutuzov's texts themselves. The fourth sets itself outside the others in terms of both tone (its irony) and mode (its consistent appeal to the second person as a literary device, and the contrivance of its refrain-like injunction, "skuchai"), while the fifth trucks as much in definite "images" as it does in "fleeting moods." Mussorgsky's final ordering of the poems is also instructive. One would not want to be too concrete about this, but there seems a vague chronological character to the ordering of the six items. The first and third deal with the past as contrasted with the present, while the fourth seems to sit pretty squarely in the present. The fifth contains references to both past ("Now, turning into the beloved's features, / They call, giving birth in the soul once more to past dreams" way it balances its setting in the immediate present with its impulsive motion toward an unknown future, indeed, toward the infinite. This chronological aspect cannot be conveyed in an affective sense; instead, it is somehow bound, if present at all, to the more symbolic layer of meaning that may be detected in the songs' symmetrically based elements. Nor need this chronological aspect reside alone in the symbolic realm of the cycle's meaning. In light of the circumstances surrounding the cycle's composition, it is impossible not to recognize at least the possibility that the binary of past and present may reside within a system of dichotomies that may have increasingly specific, personal, even covert meanings-meanings that might extend right down to those of shared, or wished for, intimacy between poet and composer. Thus, the final number has a rather different role to play to that of the first three. Unlike those songs, it does not wrench from one side to the other, does not play in poetic juxtapositions in the same manner. Its poetics work through a process of slow, but inevitable, capitulation. It is almost the ultimate expression of self-absorption. Correspondingly, its meaning is almost totally dependent on how we might choose to read the previous numbers in the cycle, especially the homogenous first three.
Of course, a cautionary note about interpretation is necessary at this point. Song is, as many have pointed out, a site of such complexity that interpretative pitfalls for the over-eager are all too many; it is not an area for totalizing efforts. As Lawrence Kramer has written, "In its own right, the text is open to a wide range of possible interpretations, the limits of which can never be drawn with certainty. To set the text to music is to narrow the range"66-but not, of course, to define it to the point of singularity. It would not be possible, and much less desirable, to "decode" these songs, or to claim to have done so, simply on the basis of their latent symbolic elements. Nonetheless, the existence of these elements, together with broader 66Lawrence Kramer, Franz Schubert: Sexuality, Subjectivity, Song, Cambridge Studies in Music Theory and Analysis (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 12. speculation (and speculation it remains) about the specific circumstances of the cycle's composition, stimulates a legitimate mode of inquiry into a level of meaning and interpretation that surpasses, or refines, that of affective generality (or, "feeling"). To quote Kramer again:
The general character of the Lied usually fulfills the traditional mandate of expressing affective meanings. The results are customarily treated as emotional universals, on the principle that primary feelings, like primary colors, are everywhere the same. Critical reflection, however, may unsettle that principle by finding, or simply noticing, the historical conditions in which certain kinds of feeling and expression become possible or important. Singular or arresting events offer these conditions of feelings a concrete realization by inviting, indeed provoking, more specific interpretation.67
In this spirit, then, it might be inviting to consider those meanings that penetrate beyond the generally affective (the only layer that Golenishchev-Kutuzov was prepared to acknowledge in Sunless) to the particular, culminating with a brief consideration of the personal, potentially homoerotic, milieu out of which Sunless may have sprung. To assist this brief discussion, ex. 21 (allowing for transposition) summarizes the linkages between interrelated referential concepts and harmonic elements particular and distinctive to the musical language of, specifically, songs 1, 2, and 3 of the cycle, and to some extent no. 6. Acknowledging the risks of trivializing, this diagram draws in the simple conceptual apparatus put forward in section II above. The tonic (and, by extension, its triad) provides the nexus between a set of normative harmonic relations (in which it functions as tonic) and symmetrical organization (in which it is present as an axis). Underlying the symmetrical aspect is the whole-tone scale, which adapts its typical Russian symbolic references to refer to concepts of the mysterious, the unknown, and the infinite; it may also stand for death, or surrender to impulse. It partakes of a chronological refer67Ibid., p. 13.
